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On Changing the National Ethos
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ational service?
The term is loosely used,
to cover at one end conscription
for military or even social service, at another end, episodic attention to civic needs. What we have in mind
is a program that seeks to meet needs undefined, or
ill-defined, by the market, while inculcating a prime
sense of citizenship among participants.
Existing altitudes in respect of national service arc
tantalizing. A majority (72.8 percent) of Americans
"favor" national service, but a poll asking how many
would support it if it involved a 5 percent increase in
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their income tax tells us that enthusiasm for national
service is tenuous, dropping as it then does to 44 percent. Given that the idea, while popular, tends to be
only superficially so, it could be best described as an
idea concerning the true implications of which too few
are distinctly aware, starting with an awareness that
there is something absent from the national life—
something which wouldn't, however, be missing if the
56 percent were made aware of what is lost by its
absence, and helped to become aware of what might
be gained from its introduction.
The idea of national service needs to be popularized. Its advocates are around, here and there.
Some of them are highly mobilized (one thinks of Professor Charles Moskos of Northwestern, who is the
principal author of Senator Nunn's bill). There is the
< Irrrk chorus of enthusiasts for any proposal that tends
In Irdcralize human concerns—of course. But there
me iilso legislators who believe they understand that
Kill ilicro is a hunger for concrete service. Young people
nl •.Indent age with whom I have had direct experience
nir divided. They are among the most idealistic of
i iim-ns, 11 nice impulse of age; yet they understand
' i i 'i notional service is talking about them. It is imislic to say they are divided, and I do not have
i iii'.lir lo suggest the size of the affirmative, over
li I llic negative, ranks. That the idea appeals to
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the majority of Americans is a national statistic. That
it is not (yet) a deeply felt desire is suggested by the
qualification given above.
The advocates of national service believe that a
growing majority of Americans show at least early
signs of engagement with the idea. It is possible that
the general public, apparently already on the way, will
someday soon reach the point where they are resolutely
behind the idea. If that were to happen, one might
anticipate a day when, notwithstanding that national
service continued to be voluntary, the sense of duty to
volunteer would be felt by the typical citizen as keenly
as, say, most young men felt a call to duty on December
7, 1941.
How do we move society in that self-protective
direction, if the objective is that the Few who now
believe determinedly in national service should become the Many, for whom national service is a only a
velleity?

1

Twenty-five years ago it would not have m i m n .1
to any of the hundred or so men and women 1 had
sailed with in the preceding years to dispose of a sailboat's garbage other than by simply dumping it in the
waters we cruised about in, whether Long Island
Sound, Chesapeake Bay, Biscayne Bay, or the Atlantic
corridor leading to Bermuda.
Today it is virtually unthinkable that any crew
member would dump refuse into the water, except
perhaps when a hundred miles out to sea. And even
then, special care is generally taken in handling plastic
bottles, whether beer bottles or Coca-Cola bottles—
they are punctured, to ensure that they dribble down
to the sea bed rather than float about, making their
way back to the beaches.
During the fifties, and intensifying in the sixties,
a sensitivity to nature was actively cultivated. The
Sierra Club and its epigones, by the use of imaginatively pictured nightmares of a gutted planet—pictures

If we are engaged in promoting national service,
we are engaged in the subtle business of trying to shape
the national ethos. Somewhere along the line I have
written that in my lifetime I have detected only two
sea changes in national attitudes, one of them on a
lesser scale, the second on a larger scale. The first has
to do with the environment, the second with racial
toleration.

given graphic life by documentaries and magazine exposes of areas of the world in which species ran the
danger of extinction, in which the topsoil was eroding
and rain forests disappeared—made their mark. The
horror of bearing the responsibility for ushering in,
however passively, a despoiled planet took a quite general hold on the imagination of men and women in
America who are sensitive to ecological ethics. The
point is that the number of those who were influenced
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greatly increased, and that this was done as a result

air; it isn't palpable what percentage of the freshman

of energetic efforts by, so to speak, lobbyists for a

class is Catholic, or, even, black; one can't "see" an

healthy planet.
A second change has to do with what, in any case,

elevated national morale). We need to face the neg-

one might have called workaday anti-Semitism, now

gument, pressing the point that the failure to express

virtually eradicated or vastly diminished. No doubt the

gratitude through disinterested social exertion brings

most immediate cause of this sea change was the Ho-

on the coarsening of the sensibilities, a drying out of

locaust. I remember a perfect expression of what I am

the wellsprings of civic and personal virtue. It isn't

talking about. It was a private lunch. A distinguished

easily denied that the giver is beholden—or that the

public figure remarked casually that he would today

giver usually receives. It is a pity that the goo-gooism

leave the table in protest if he heard spoken such an-

of the political twenties (that was the term used for the

imadversions on the Jews as were routinely spoken at

politics of a rather undifferentiated, self-advertising

his father's table when he was a boy. The change

civic altruism), which evolved into the feverish search

doesn't mean (no change ever will) the end of ethnic-

for social projects to which society might commit itself,

oriented derisive humor, even though much of it is

has done so much to disparage the politics of the

self-consciously surreptitious in tone. It means merely

Bleeding Heart. Many Americans are put off by mac-

that there is general acquiescence in the proposition

rocosmic projects which, subjected to hard review,

that indifference to the rights of minorities can mutate,

seem to have done more to sustain the bureaucratic

and during this century has done so, to genocide. Na-

than the afflicted class. Many Americans are skeptical

tional service has something in common with a sense

of politically managed meliorism, as they see them-

of the intangible, but nevertheless substantial, benefits

selves surrounded by intensifying illiteracy, amorality,

to the community that result from a lessening of the

and anomie. The lessons of misspent federal philan-

strain of social pollution which is racism.

thropy are absolutely vital when considering national

ative case for national service too—by reasoned ar-

The case for national service isn't made as neatly

service. But they do not and never can undermine the

as the case for reclaiming the waters of Lake Erie, or

absolutely secure conviction that the man or woman

of ending the quota system of college admissions. This

who helps someone who needs help is better off for

is so because the objectives aren't in the same sense

the experience. National service is not going to satisfy

palpable (one can see the dirty lake, or the smog-filled

unless there is that residual tactile sense of having done
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something, for somebody or some thing. As I shall later

ical state in the West. As a regular resident of llial

stress, my fascination with the idea of national service

country for thirty years (during February and March),

derives more from my anxiety that the giver receive

I have amused myself by asking disingenuously of the

satisfaction than that the object of his concern receive

first Swiss I find myself seated next to at dinner, "Oh,

it: happily, the two are likely to go hand in hand.

forgive me. What is the name of the President of Switz-

In any event: To stimulate the civic ethos is the
challenge, and it is plausible to adduce every argument

erland?" No one has yet been able to answer that ques-

for doing so, including the very real threat of an erosion

the Swiss in republicanizing the central government.

of national morale. And, perforce, we look about us,

That is the ultimate sign of national self-confidence,

pondering the role that national service, in whatever
form, plays elsewhere.

surely: not bothering to know the identity of the chief

In Switzerland there is national service. It is compulsory, and it is has been universally approved—the

impregnability. The strategic design—or, better, the

anomalous vote in the fall of 1989, which registered

quite simply unappetizing to the season's European

only 62 percent approval, notwithstanding—by a cit-

aggressor, on the grounds that to swallow Switzerland

izenry convinced that the immunity from invasion that

would be on the order of, yes, swallowing a porcu-

Switzerland has enjoyed since the time of Napoleon

pine. Switzerland's National Service has nothing con-

has been the result of an ongoing national effort to

sciously to do with attacking poverty or illiteracy or

make Switzerland convertible, on a moment's notice,

unemployment or helping the aged. And of course

into a steel porcupine. This shared experience in the

there are the significant cultural and demographic dif-

military has unquestionably contributed to the morale

ferences: Switzerland does not welcome the huddled

of a heterogeneous nation many of whose citizens can-

masses, has no notable minority problem notwith-

not speak to each other because there is no common

standing its own ethnic pluralism; and, in Switzerland,

tongue, and whose twenty-six cantons exercise a de-

there is no national service for women, who are not

gree of independence American states haven't known

expected to perform military service—but then, in

since the Articles of Confederation. Switzerland is at

Switzerland the vote was only recently given to women,

once the least politicized and the most cohesive polit-

and one or two cantons still hold back. That Swiss

tion extemporaneously, such is the relative success of

of state, the Commander in Chief.
Yes, in Switzerland the explicit focus is on military
tactical design—is to make the conquest of Switzerland
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conscription is an obligation only of men makes it even

ernment eliminated altogether compulsorj m i h i . u \

less directly relevant as a model for a voluntary civilian

service. And, the year after, abandoned their i m m i -

program of national service open to young Americans

gration laws, going on to eliminate all practical dis-

of both sexes. But the idea of a burden shared sticks

tinctions between Swiss and foreign citizenship. Before

in the mind, perhaps because the absence of the son,

you know it, German-speaking Switzerland is attempt-

the spouse, and the father can never mean that the

ing to impose penalties on the French-speaking Swiss,

sacrifice is other than one shared by the mother, the

who doggedly retaliate in kind. And by the turn of the

wife, and the daughter; so that national military service

century the incredible has happened: Switzerland has

in Switzerland is in that aspect a genuinely national

become a modern Lebanon, torn by civil strife, ter-

act of civic subscription.

rorism, anarchy. Looking down on Helvetia the Swiss

As it stands, National Service cultivates an intu-

grandfather might indeed say ruefully to his wife, "Do

itive recognition that every Swiss (man) "owes" some-

you remember the day they abandoned compulsory

thing to his country; a recognition that the great legacy

military service?"

of Switzerland—the oldest democracy in the world, an

To emulate the Swiss example in the United States

aerie in Europe that hasn't suffered military aggression

would be foolish. We do not need a universal military

since before our Civil War—requires, oddly, constant

draft. We do need a basket of other services, which

vigilance. The long Swiss service (seventeen weeks fol-

could absorb the civic energies, were they proffered,

lowed by three weeks every year for eight years; fol-

of three-plus million Americans, which energies are

lowed by two weeks every year for three years, until

otherwise at best dissipated, or worse, channeled into

the age of forty-two; and then two weeks once during

activity hostile to home and to the community—drugs,

the following eight years) is a way of reminding the

licentious sex, crime. Indeed, military service, for rea-

citizenry that every man needs to make a sacrifice be-

sons advanced later, ought not to be confused with

yond paying taxes to maintain the military.

national service, let alone serve as a substitute.

Something keeps that remarkable republic of dis-

So, the Swiss example helps us only to acknowl-

parate race, language, and religion together. Suppose

edge that one singularly successful republic, in its own

that, next year, the Swiss government suddenly elim-

singular way, has developed an institution that cer-

inated the requirement of annual service by men older

tainly does one thing. It gives that republic relative

than twenty-one. And that the following year the gov-

military invincibility. But something quite other, it can
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be plausibly argued, developed: a national cohesion.
A sense of civic responsibility. A constant reminder of
the need to make sacrifices. A national morale at home
reaching as high as the Alps. We learn not from their
specific practice, but from the phenomenon, which
yields its citizens a sense of satisfaction that comes to
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those who appease a hunger to requite to the land that
nurtured them a measure of the profit they take from
life in their land, and the land of their forebears.

Anticipating the
Libertarian Argument

e revisit Robert Ely, a few years
later. .
It turned out to be so with Robert
Ely, that, as Carl had put it, he would find "plenty" to
think about if he signed up for his year's National Service; which he proceeded to do some days after his meeting with Carl. He petitioned for service at Owlwood,
which request was granted.
Among those he did see die, ultimately, was his
Aunt Lucy, who had suffered greatly and was much
affected by occasional contact with her great-nephew.
He lived at home, and on that account was relatively

